
DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS OF ^-SOLVABLE GROUPS1
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Abstract. In the character theory of finite groups one decom-

poses each ordinary irreducible character x% of a group into an in-

tegral linear combination of p-modular irreducible characters <j>j,

X< = ildij(t>j. The nonnegative integers da are called the p-decompo-

sition numbers. Let G be a ^-solvable group whose p-Sylow sub-

groups are abelian. If G/0P'P{G) is cyclic the p-decomposition

numbers are g 1. This condition is far from necessary as any group

G with abelian, normal p-Sylow subgroup P with G/P abelian has

p-decomposition numbers gl. A result of Brauer and Nesbitt

together with the first result yields the following. A group G has a

normal p-complement and abelian p-Sylow subgroups if and only

if each irreducible character of G is irreducible as a p-modular

character.

A group is said to be ^-solvable if each of its composition factors is

either a p-group or a p'-group, p a prime number. Denote by Op>iG)

and Op'PiG) the largest normal p'-subgroup of a group G and the in-

verse image of the largest normal p-subgroup of G/Op>iG) under the

natural homomorphism G—>G/Op>iG) respectively. The following

proposition is 1.2.3 of [6]. If G is a p-solvable group and P is a p-

Sylow subgroup of G then the center of P, Z(P)COP'P(G). As a re-

sult, if P is abelian PCZ(P)CtV,,(G) and so Cyp(G) =PCV(G). It
also follows that [G: Op>p(G)} is relatively prime to p.

We assume knowledge of elementary character theory and recall

some facts about the relationship between the ordinary and modular

representations of a group G. References [l] and [2] will supply the

details. Let K be the extension of the rational numbers obtained by

adjoining the mth roots of 1 where m is the exponent of G. R denotes

the valuation ring of an extension of the p-adic valuation to K in K,

(P denotes the maximal ideal of R and K=R/(P a field of character-

istic p.

If Z is a ^-representation of G, there exists a i£-similar representa-

tion Z' such that all the entries of Z'(g), gEG, lie in R. By reducing

the entries of Z'(g) modulo 6° we get a X-representation Z of G. This

process does not determine Z uniquely, but the composition factors of

Z are uniquely determined by Z.
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Given an irreducible A-representation F of G, one constructs a

function <p on the p-regular elements of G as follows. If gEG is ^-regu-

lar then the eigenvalues {ot} oi F(g) are m' roots of 1 where (m', p) = 1

and m—m'pn. Let J5,-} be the corresponding set of roots of unity in K

under the natural homomorphism R—>K. Define <p(g) = 22^«- F*-*<p is

a one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphism classes of ir-

reducible A-representations { P,-} and a set of functions Jcp,} called

the p-modular characters of G. The {$,-} form a basis of the A vector

space of class functions from the p-regular elements of G into K.

It follows from these remarks that if Z,- is an irredubible A-repre-

sentation of G with character %u then F, appears as a composition

factor of Z,- with multiplicity d,j where Xv!p-regl,iarelements = XX^/-

The matrix P= (ci.-y) is called the decomposition matrix and the non-

negative integers da are called the decomposition numbers.

It is sometimes convenient to partition the ordinary and modular

characters into subsets called blocks, and when the x's and c/>'s are

indexed accordingly the decomposition matrix has block diagonal

form. A submatrix on the diagonal of D which corresponds to a block

of ordinary and modular characters is called the decomposition ma-

trix of that block.

Theorem. Let G be a p-solvable group whose p-Sylow subgroups are

abelian. If G/Op>p(G) is cyclic then the p-decomposition numbers are

gl.

The proof is given in three steps. First, using an induction method

of Fong [4] we reduce the proof to a consideration of a simpler type

of group. Next we reduce the proof to a question about the ordinary

characters of this type of group. Last, we use a theorem of Gallagher

[5] to deal with these characters.

First observe that the hypotheses of the theorem hold for sub-

groups H of G which contain Op'(G). Clearly a p-Sylow subgroup of

H is abelian. Since Op>(G)EH, Op>(G)EOp-(H). We observed in the

introduction that Op>p(G) = POp> (G) where P is a p-Sylow subgroup of

G. Hence

Op.P(G) r\H = Op.(G)Pr\HE Op.(E) PC\H

= Op.(H)(P C\ H) EOp,p(H).

Thus H/0P'P(H) is a homomorphic image of H/Op,p(G)r\H

^HOP.P(G)/Op>p(G)CG/Op.p(G) which is cyclic. Thus H/Op,p(H) is
cyclic.

We use induction on \G\ to reduce our considerations to groups

with a normal p-Sylow subgroup. If Op>(G) = 1 then G has a normal
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p-Sylow subgroup and a cyclic complement. If Op-(G)^l and B is a

block of G, then Fong's theorem 2B [4] asserts that there is a sub-

group H, Op-iG)EHEG, and a block B' of H whose decomposition

matrix is identical to that of P. If Hy^G then all the decomposition

numbers for characters in B are ^ 1 by induction. If H = G, then

Fong's theorem 2D gives a group Af with a cyclic, central p'-sub-

group C and a block P" of Af such that M/C^G/Op.(G) and the de-

composition matrix of B" is the same as that of P. Clearly Af is

p-solvable with an abelian p-Sylow subgroup P'. Thus 0P>PiM) = CP'

= CXP', as C is central, and so P' < Af. Moreover since G/Op>PiG) is

cyclic it follows that M/P'CoiP') is cyclic. Thus it suffices to prove

the theorem for a group G with normal abelian p-Sylow subgroup P

and with G/PCaiP) cyclic.

We isolate the next part of the proof as a

Lemma. Suppose G = PH is a finite group, P <G is the p-Sylow sub-

group and i\H\, p) = 1. If d>j is a p-modular irreducible character of G,

then 4>i\n is an ordinary irreducible character of H. Hence if Xt is an

ordinary character of G, the equation Xi = /.du<t>i gives a decomposition

of Xi\n as o- sum of irreducible characters of H.

Proof. Let Pbe an irreducible if-representation of G with modular

character </>. By Clifford's theorem [2, 49.7] PC kernel of F and so

F i4>) can be viewed as a representation (modular character) of

G/P=ff. But since p\ \ H\ there is a X-irreducible representation Z

of H such that Z = F\n, [3, 4.4]. </>|W must be the character of Z. The

rest follows immediately.

Suppose that G has a normal abelian p-Sylow subgroup P, p-com-

plement H and that G/PCoiP) is cyclic. By the lemma we must show

that X\n is multiplicity free for every irreducible character x of G, i.e.

if X\n = ]Ca«A«'i A> irreducible characters of H, then ai ^ 1 for all i.

By a theorem of Gallagher [5, Theorem 7] every irreducible char-

acter of G can be realized in the following way. Let 6 he a character of

P. Let P= {xEG:9x = d} be the stability group of 6 and di an exten-

sion of 8 to T. Let w be a character of P with P in its kernel. Then

(0iw)°, the induced character, is irreducible and all characters of G are

of this form.

Observe that PCoiP)ET. Since HP = G, the only (ff, P) double

coset is HT = G. Thus the subgroup theorem [2, 44.2] implies that

(0iw)iW(0ia>7/nr)H.
Now HC\T<iH as Cn(P)EHr\T and H/CH(P)^H/Hr\CG(P)

^HCg(P)/C0(P)=G/Cg(P) is cyclic. It also follows that H/HC\T is

cyclic.
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Suppose that ((6xa})irr\T)H = axAx+ • • • +a„X„, X,-irreducible char-

acters of H. Clifford's theorem and Frobenius reciprocity imply that

Xiiffr\r = a<22* (0iw)u/nt where x runs over a set of coset representa-

tives of HC\T in the stability group of dxo) in H. But this stability

group is cyclic modulo HC\T since H/HC\T is cyclic. Thus a theorem

of Schur [3, 9.12] implies that a,-= 1. This completes the proof.

This theorem is not exhaustive. In fact the following proposition

covers many ^-solvable groups with abelian £>-Sylow subgroups which

are not covered by the theorem.

Proposition. If G is a finite group with normal abelian p-Sylow sub-

group and abelian p-complement H, then all p-decomposition numbers

are :S1.

Proof. Let x be an irreducible character of G. By the lemma we

must show that xi// is multiplicity free. Now by Frobenius reciprocity

the induced character 0G=x+x' f°r some (reducible) character

x' of G and some irreducible character 6 of P. Thus it suffices to show

that d^u is multiplicity free for every irreducible character 6 on P.

P <G implies that d °(x)=0 ior xEH, and 0G(1) = | G:P| =\H\ as

9 is linear. Therefore d\u is the regular character on H, and the regular

character of an abelian group contains each of its irreducible constit-

uents with multiplicity 1. This proves the proposition.

On the other hand examples show that none of the hypotheses of the

theorem is superfluous. In particular the hypothesis that G/0P>p(G)

is cyclic cannot be deleted as the following shows. Let P be an

abelian group of type (3, 3) and let Q = (cx, j3) be the quaternion

group of order 8. Let Q—>Aut(P) be a homomorphism such that a in-

verts the elements of P and j3 exchanges the elements of some basis of

P. (Thus the involution uEQ acts trivially.) Let G be the resulting

semidirect product, and identify P and Q with subgroups of G. LetX

be a character on PX(u) defined as the product of the nonidentity

character on (u) with a linear character on P whose kernel is not fixed

by p\ One easily checks that P X (u) is the stability group of X in G and

that PX(u)<G. ThusX" is irreducible. But u is central in G and so

\°(u) = —4. Thus XGQ = 2 times the nonlinear character of Q. There-

fore X|Q is not multiplicity free.

A result of Brauer, Nesbitt and Osima [l], [7] together with the

theorem yield the following

Corollary. A group G has a normal p-complement and abelian p-

Sylow subgroups if and only if each irreducible character restricted to the

p-regular elements is a modular irreducible character.
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Proof. The theorem of Brauer, Nesbitt and Osima says that a

group has a normal p-complement if and only if each block of G con-

tains exactly one modular character, i.e. if and only if each row of D

has only one nonzero entry. Thus if G has a normal p-complement

and abelian p-Sylow subgroups then the nonzero entry in each row

must be a 1 by the theorem. Thus each irreducible character is irre-

ducible as a modular character.

Conversely if each character of G is irreducible as a modular char-

acter then each row of D consists of 0's and one 1. Thus G has a nor-

mal p-complement. If a p-Sylow subgroup P were not abelian then

by taking a nonlinear irreducible character of P and extending it to a

character x of G we would have an irreducible character of G which

when viewed as a modular character would decompose into x(l)

copies of the principal modular character contrary to hypothesis.

Thus P is abelian.
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